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Octashop is a well managed company that provides business solutions to run online business
smoothly and effectively. It is the leading choice for many organizations which provide new
opportunities and jointly creates innovative ideas for online businesses. Furthermore, the dedicated
team of Octashop manages the online businesses in organized way.

Are you looking for ecommerce platform that will manage your orders, products and reports? If so
then you will be glad to know that Octashop Company provides E-Commerce platform for those who
want to establish businesses. It will provide you with the best Ecommerce Software which is
necessary in order to make your online business a huge success. This will help in managing your
online retail business in a proper way. Therefore, you need a proper order management system to
carry out the business functions smoothly.

Order management system is basically software which keeps complete order tracking and
managing of orders in a systemic way. It is one of the very important tools to develop ecommerce
for eRetail. It is very beneficial tool that reduces cost and helps in giving information about the
products. Besides this, it consists of sales, orders, MIS reports to track business movement. It
allows configurable mailers to buyers, vendors, fulfillment partners.

The team of Octashop will manage your online business on your behalf. It takes care of all the
needs and requirements of the customers and provides great services to them. From the time a
customer places an order till the time it gets safely delivered to the customer, the team keeps a
check at every step.

The order management system is an online system that allows businesses to mange
workflow,Â orders, dispatch, shipping and warehousing online. It is of great help in entering the
orders given by the customers. Furthermore, this system will handle multiple projects and ensures
high level of security. If the customer wants to buy product from your website then it provides with
full information of the product and also let the customer know the availability, category or the
location of the products. It also allows search for many other products. Apart from this, it proper
billing and account maintenance are provided by this system. Thus, order management system is
very effective software that processes the order and analyses them. It keeps track of all work
requests and customers and vendors issues right from the order placement by the user till the end.
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